
Lunaire Environmental provides the largest selection of standard
size test chambers as well as temperature/humidity ranges to
accommodate all required protocols.

Our chambers incorporate the design features required for
present and future ICH (International Committee for Harmoni-
zation) guidelines for stability testing conditions that are being
adopted by the industry and implemented by the Food and Drug
Administration.

Standard chambers sizes are offered in five convenient sizes: 10,
17, 32, 41, and 58 ft3 and are available in four temperature, or
temperature and humidity combinations to provide the ICH
general stability conditions for room temperature storage,
intermediate storage, and accelerated shelf life studies.

Chambers can be equipped with optional lighting systems to
comply with guidelines for photostability conditions. Assistance
with IQ and OQ protocols or complete chamber validation is
available as well as computer interfacing that includes Windows
95®based software for multiple chamber monitoring.
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Shelf Life
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Specifications

   Model Non-Humidified

Humidified

Workspace W 28/71 22.5/57 33/84 43/109 60/152

D 25/64 26/66 28/71 28/71 28/71

H 24/61 51/130 60/152 60/152 60/152

Exterior W 34/86 28.5/72 39/99 50/127 70/178

D 29/74 31/79 32/81 32/81 32/81

H 49.5/126 79/201

No. of Shelves 2 4 4 4 8

No. of Shelf Guides 7 16 19 19 38

Low C°

High C°

Overall dimensions in inches/centimeters
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   Refrigeration (HP)

Heater Capacity

—

Humidity capability: above ambient to 96% RH on -3 models; 20% to 96% RH on -4 models. Based on ambient conditions of 22°C and 50% RH, limited by a 5°C dewpoint
temperature. Control tolerance: ±0.3°C and ±2% after stabilization.

1.5 KW 1.5 KW 2 KW 3 KW 6 KW

  1.5—   1.5—   1.5—   1.5— —Humidifier KW

GPH 0.5 1.0

AMPS @ 115V, 1Ø

AMPS @ 208/230
4-WIRE, 1Ø-60Hz

AMPS Breaker

Unit Weight                    LBS

— — — — — — — — —

16.5 — 21 21— — — —

  17 24 29 20 26 32 20 26 32 18 24 30 37 36 43 49 56

20   20 30 40 30 30 40 40  30 30 40 40  30    30 40 50 50 60 60 70

 350    475  400 550  550 675 600 750  1000  1300 1150 1350  1300  1600 1450 1650 1550  1850 1700  1900

Over current production recommended

— — —

Utilities, etc.

  The 17

cubic foot -

chamber,

with its

floor model

configuration,

is ideal for laboratory

applications.

Some available options

include interior lighting,

viewing window, and

casters.

  The 58 cubic foot

temperature and

humidity chamber has

the largest workspace

of any of the Stability &

Shelf Life Test

Chambers.  This unit

features a stainless steel

configuration with

viewing windows that

have light-tight covers.

Note: Recorders and dryers

shown are optional equipment.
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Standard Features
Construction:Construction:Construction:Construction:Construction:
All models feature continuously-welded

stainless steel vapor-tight chamber interiors.

Reinforcement is used at all critical points;

through wall ports are continuously welded;

and an optimal combination of fiberglass and

polyurethane insulation surrounds the

chamber work-space to maximize tempera-

ture containment while reducing overall

cabinet size.

The integrity of the chamber depends heavily

on the construction and proper sealing of its

door. Each chamber begins with a fully-

welded heavy-duty angle iron framework.

Likewise, each door has the same durable

construction. To insure proper closure,

doors are fitted with fully adjustable hinges

that are machined from solid blocks of

aluminum. A double seal system is used: two

pliable neoprene “P” gaskets are applied,

with one seal around the perimeter of the

door and the other

seal around the door opening.

Each chamber comes with a practical number

of no-tip stainless steel shelves (see chart).

The shelves are adjustable on three inch

increments and are capable of holding 135

pounds each. Both the shelves and the

chamber side-duct walls are easily removed

for cleaning.

ConditioningConditioningConditioningConditioningConditioning
System:System:System:System:System:
Each chamber is equipped with a horizontal

recirculating conditioning stream to allow

flexibility in shelf-loading patterns. The

system conditions the air, as required,  in a

plenum above the work-space. The condi-

tioned air is then dis-charged through the

right side duct wall, flows horizontally across

the shelves, and is returned to the condition-

ing plenum through the left side-duct wall.

Individually adjustable airflow ports, located

in the side-duct walls, provide a uniformity of

± 0.5°C throughout the chamber, even with a

variety of shelf-loading patterns.

RefrigerRefrigerRefrigerRefrigerRefrigerationationationationation
System:System:System:System:System:
The refrigeration system is self-contained and

powered by an air cooled, semi-hermetic

compressor utilizing non-CFC environmen-

tally friendly R-134a refrigerant. The high

efficiency compressor, and condensing

assembly is top-mounted for accessibility

and easy maintenance.

An independent, low-limit controller

protects the refrigeration system. Should the

temperature fall below setpoint, the control

activates an audible and visual alarm and

disconnects the cooling circuit. Refrigerated

units are equipped with an automatic defrost

that will engage at 10°C on non-humidified

units and 20°C on humidified units.

Humidity System:Humidity System:Humidity System:Humidity System:Humidity System:
All humidified chambers are equipped with a

digital-set, digital readout humidity control-

ler. All chambers are available in two

standard humidity ranges: above ambient to

96% RH, and 20% to 96% RH. Lower

humidity ranges are attainable with an

optional auxiliary dryer system. Refer to the

charts on this page for typical performance.

Humidity is measured by an electronic

capacitive sensor that does not have a wet

wick or water supply. Consequently, the

device will not produce humidity as a result

of the sensing process. Accuracy is consis-

tent through the entire range with a

resolution of 0.1% RH, and control to ±2%

RH typical after stabilization.

Heating System:Heating System:Heating System:Heating System:Heating System:
Heating elements are sealed in stainless steel

alloy tubes to maintain cleanliness and to

increase longevity. The heaters are intro-

duced to the chamber through sealed

penetrations so that all power connections

are external to the conditioned zone.

TTTTTemperemperemperemperemperaturaturaturaturatureeeee
ContrContrContrContrControl:ol:ol:ol:ol:
Temperature is measured by a highly reliable

platinum RTD sensor. Set point and

chamber temperatures are displayed with

0.1°C or 0.1°F resolution.

The Watlow 965 controller provides

automatic or manual chamber control with

digital selection and indication of actual

conditions. The control features single input

and dual output capabilities.

The primary output operates in either heat

or cool modes with autotuning of the

heating output, and the secondary output

operates in either process or deviation

alarm modes. The control automatically

stores all information in a non-volatile

memory upon power failure.

The chamber has a high-limit control

circuit to prevent chamber overheat. An

over-temperature condition will result in

automatic disconnection of the heating

circuit and activation of an audible and

visual alarm. In order to encourage

appropriate correction of an over-

temperature condition, the control

includes a manual reset. The manual reset

will not activate until the temperature has

returned to or below the high limit set point.

Electrical:Electrical:Electrical:Electrical:Electrical:
All wiring is numbered in accordance with

NEC. Circuit breakers are used throughout

the electrical system and are located, along

ObtainableObtainableObtainableObtainableObtainable
HumiditiesHumiditiesHumiditiesHumiditiesHumidities



Lunaire Environmental
Standard Features
at a Glance:

In line with our policy of continual product improvement,

Lunaire Environmental reserves the right to incorporate and

use material to conform to the latest design of our products

in keeping with the specifications of this equipment.

Options:

IS09001
PJR Cert. No. 99-085

Vapor tight interior made of 100% stainless steel

Non-settling, asbestos-free insulation

Watlow 96 controller

Platinum RTD temperature sensor

Semi-hermetic refrigeration system with R-134A refrigerant

Resolution of 0.1% RH, and control to ±2%
RH typical after stabilization

NEC wiring compliance

Horizontal recirculating conditioning system

Double silicon gaskets on doors

Adjustable and removable stainless steel shelving

Humidity sensor which requires no wet wick or water supply

VaporFlo® humidity system

Exterior constructed of # 4 polished 304 stainless steel

Additional shelving

Insulated viewing window, 18" x 18" or 17" x 47"

Viewing window cover, light-tight and hinged

Interior Lexan doors in many configurations

Interior lighting

Glove ports

Class 100 interior with HEPA-filtered circulation,
intake, and exhaust

Through-wall ports with rubber stoppers: standard sizes of
1, 2, 3, 4 inches in diameter

Interior power receptacle

Horizontal split door construction (32 and 41 cubic feet models)

Front and rear door for pass-through applications

Casters

Structural or cabinet support stand (for 10 cubic foot model)

Increased refrigeration capacity

De-ionized cartridge system for pure water supply

Five gallon reservoir

Auxiliary dryer for lower humidity levels

Spark resistant systems and rear blow out panels for use
with volatile substances

Microprocessor-based, programmable controller with
multiple-step programming capabilities of temperature and
humidity over time

Recording instruments

Condensate pump

Circulation airflow switch to protect against a loss of airflow

Additional access ports

Quick FactsQuick Facts

Lunaire Environmental
Manufacturing:

2121 Reach Road
Williamsport, PA 17701

570-326-1770
Fax: 570-326-7304

E-mail:
www.lunaire.com

tpsinfo@lunaire.spx.com






